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0070001 White oak road removal proposal
1 message
Priscilla Burton < priscillaburton@utah.gov>
To: Darin Caine <omanranches@hotmail.com>
Cc: OGMCOAL DNR <ogmcoal@utah.gov>

Fri, Mar 21, 2014 at 4:16 PM

Hello Darin,
I've attached a DRAFT of the White Oak road removal project that describes taking out most of the asphalt,
remilling it and having Carbon County remove it from the site for reuse. The plan describes removal of
most, but not all of the concrete road ditch and reducing the road footprint, leaving a jeep trail. The plan
also describes removing the smaller culverts and creating swales in the road. The plan is to leave the
large culvert in the channel at the switchback, also known as "the bowl," but to remove the fill and
construct a channel over and around the culvert. The culvert will handle small flows and the channel will
take the large flows across the trail. Appendices A & B are figures and maps. This approach will deplete
all but $400 of the remaining funds, as you can see in Appendix C, which is the cost estimate. This plan
does not include removal of the culvert or pad at Eccles Creek. For that work, we will need to seek another
funding source.
After you've had a chance to review this information, feel free to call me and discuss them. If you are in
agreement with these plans would you be able to provide a written acceptance of the plans by the end of
the month? My deadline for getting the Scope of Work to the Utah Division of Purchasing is April 1st. If
you'd like to come in and discuss this plan, the engineer and I are available on March 24, 25, or 26,

Priscilla Burton, CPSSc
Environmental Scientist
Utah Division of Oil, Gas & Mining
Price Field Office
319 North Carbonville Rd., Ste. C
Price UT 84501
435-613-3733

3 attachments
Appendix A & B.pdf
12129K
Appendix C cost estimate.pdf
243K
White Oak Road Scope of Work.pdf
1356K
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1.0 GENERAL INFORMATION
The following reclamation plan is for the White Oak (Belina) Mine Road, which
provided access to the White Oak Mine in Central Utah. The road is approximately 1.25
miles long. This reclamation plan is based on the original and revised Belina Haul Road
Reclamation Plans which can be found in Appendix 527 and Appendix R1 of the
approved Mining and Reclamation Plan (MRP) in DOGM Permit # C/007/001. Maps and
Design Drawings can be found in Appendix A. Engineering Cost estimates for the project
can be found in Appendix B.

1.1

Scope & Purpose

The access road was constructed on a cut/fill bench having a total road width ranging
from 25 to 30 feet with very steep natural slopes above and below the road. This
reclamation plan addresses the following reclamation activities:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Removal of the majority of the asphalt road surface and associated structures.
Demolition of portions of the concrete lined drainage channel.
Hydrologic re-stabilization and re-establishment of natural drainage pattern
Construction of hydrologic system in the Bowl area.
Grading / roughening / re-contouring the road areas.

Figure 1-1 shows a typical cross section illustrating the White Oak Road as constructed.
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2.0
2.1

REMOVAL OF ASPHALT & STRUCTURES
Asphalt Removal

Reclamation of the road will begin with the removal of the majority of the asphalt road
surface, which will be hauled to the bottom of the road, ground using a rotomill, and
stockpiled for immediate removal and retention by Carbon County.
There are approximately 3,200 in place cubic yards of asphalt on site. Approximately
2,540 cubic yards will be removed and milled; this translates to 5,300 feet of roadway.
The asphalt can be removed by cold planning or by ripping it with the scarifiers on a
motor grader, or equivalent machine. If necessary, a dozer can be walked over the ripped
asphalt to reduce the size of the scarified asphalt. The rubblized asphalt will then be
hauled to the rotomill or equivalent equipment for milling.

2.2

Structure Removal

There are seven corrugated metal pipe (CMP) culverts buried in the access road,
including the ones in the Bowl and in Eccles Creek. Five of these will be removed during
reclamation. The five channels will be cleared of fill material, re-contoured and riprapped
as necessary to prevent excessive erosion. The riprap material will consist of large
competent rock found on site and/or broken pieces of cement concrete.
The removed CMP, along with any guardrails, drop boxes, jersey barriers, geo-fabric, or
other debris will be or disposed of in a local landfill or as seen fit by the contractor. The
only CMP’s which will be left in place are the large culvert through the fill in the Bowl
and the one in Eccles Creel. Both will be left in place unplugged.

3.0 CONCRETE CHANNEL
3.1

Channel Demolition

As can be seen in Figure 1-1 (above and in Appendix A), there is a concrete lined
drainage channel that was constructed at the toe of the road cut slope. This concrete
channel is approximately 4.5 feet wide. Approximately 4,100 feet of the cement concrete
lining will be rubblized and left in place to eliminate the slippage surface and to control
water velocities. Areas where natural erosion has covered the channel will not need to be
rubblized. Also, any areas that will be backfilled from material excavated from the Bowl
fill will not need to be rubblized. The larger pieces of cement concrete will be salvaged
and used as riprap. Exhibits 1 through 3 show photos depicting the current status of the
concrete channel.
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Exhibit 1. Concrete channel and drop box.

Exhibit 2. Concrete channel with natural debris.
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Exhibit 3. Concrete channel with natural debris.

4.0 HYDROLOGIC STABILIZATION
Surface water runoff was determined for the drainages on the White Oak Road using the
originally approved road reclamation plan, which indicates that the Soil Conservation
Service (SCS) curve umber method and the TR-20 Computer Program were used to
determine runoff. Once flows were determined for each of the drainages, typical channels
were developed and the velocities were determined so that riprap sizing could be
designated.

4.1

Small Drainages

The design storm for the seven drainages shown on Maps 3-1 and 3-1a is the 100 year, 24
hour, which has a rainfall amount of 3.65 inches. This is based on information from the
original reclamation design.
Table 3-2 below shows the characteristics used to compute the design flows for each of
the drainages. It should be noted that drainages 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6 are considered small
drainages, and will have a standardized design. Drainages 4 (Bowl Crossing) and 7
(Eccles Creek) will have site specific design variations based on high flows.
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4.2

Small Channel Design

The existing culverts will be removed and the ephemeral channels will be reestablished
as close as possible at their original slope and protected with riprap. If needed the existing
fill can be removed to achieve the approximate original flow line. Figure 3-1 in Appendix
A shows a typical section through the road after re-grading and roughening.
The slope will vary from about 15 percent across the road to a maximum of 65-70 percent
along the slope face. To replace the culverts on the small drainages, a small "V" ditch
will be constructed to carry the flow from each of the small drainages through the road
sections. These small ditches will be protected with riprap. A typical section is shown on
Figure 3-1 in Appendix A. Channel velocities were computed using the Manning's
equation. The channel roughness coefficient, n, was estimated based on values for small,
mountain streams where the depth of flow is small when compared to the size of bed
material. A value of .06 was used in all of the computation and is the approved value
used in the mining and reclamation plan.
Flows are expected to vary from 3.2 to 8.3 cfs for the four small drainages. The average
depth of flow will range from .5 feet to 1.0 feet and feet. All of the small "V" ditches
were designed based on the maximum flow of 8.3 cfs. This will provide a conservative
design and will standardize the channels, making construction easier. The velocity will
vary from about 4 feet per second for the 15 percent slope to about 10 feet per second on
the steeper slope of 70 percent. Details for each of the drainages are shown on Figure 31a in Appendix A.
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4.3

Small Channel Riprap

Riprap sizing was selected based on the calculated velocities. The d50 size is four inches
on the flatter slopes (Class I) and is nine inches on the steeper slopes (Class II).
Gradations for the different classes of riprap are shown in Table 3.3 below.

Riprap should be reasonably well graded from the maximum size down to the minimum.
For the small channels, the riprap will fall within Class I. The concrete removed from the
project will be used as part of the riprap protection and will be broken so as not to be
larger than the d50 size and will not make up more than 15 percent of the volume. The
riprap will extend beyond the toe of the fill slopes a minimum of five feet to provide
energy dissipation at the termination of the riprap channels. The energy dissipater will be
small mounds of riprap approximately 18”-24” high to help spread the flows out and
reduce erosion. A riprap filter will be constructed and placed between the large riprap and
the native material. The filter will be constructed of a well-graded gravel with a minimum
size of about 3/16" up to a maximum required by the riprap class and is shown below in
Table 3.4.
During reclamation activities, interim erosion control measures such as straw bales will
be used to control water flow. Once a drainage channel is established, these interim
structures will be removed.
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The existing native material is a sandy gravel material. The gradation is estimated to be
from 3 inches down to less than 1/8" with a d50 size of about 3/8". This material will meet
the requirements for a filter material for the Class I riprap, since the d15 Riprap/d85 Base
is less than 5.

5.0 THE BOWL
5.1

Bowl Design

Design of the channel for the Bowl Crossing (#4) was done in a similar manner to the
small channels. The 100 year design flood is estimated at 44 cfs. It is proposed that a
small overland flow channel be constructed through the rock fill after the soil fill has
been removed, which will have a bottom width of four feet. Figure 3-2 in Appendix A
shows a typical section through the fill.

5.2

Bowl Riprap

The blast rock in the Bowl crossing fill has a maximum size of 18 inches to 36 inches.
This would provide adequate protection based on the above velocities. If, when the soil
fill is removed and the channel is constructed, it is determined that the actual blast rock is
not large enough, additional riprap protection (Class III) can be used. After excavating
the soil fill at the Bowl Crossing the base material will be examined to determine if it
meets the filter criteria. If it does not, a filter will be constructed meeting the gradation
shown in Table 3.4 above.

5.3

Bowl Crossing

The largest fill is located in the bowl. It consists of blast rock on the bottom and soil on
the top. The soil portion (approximately 15,000 yd3) will be excavated and an overland
channel will be developed through the remaining rock. The CMP will be left in place
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unplugged. This new drainage will be a permanent structure constructed from competent
rock which meets riprap specifications. In addition, energy dissipaters will be utilized, if
necessary, to control the flow of water until it reaches the natural drainage channel.
Figure 4-2 in Appendix A is a cross section showing the present road surface, fill slopes,
and the projected location of the overland flow channel.
The existing culvert will remain in place and will carry the smaller flows. The new
overland flow channel will carry the flood flows for the more infrequent storms and also
if the culvert should become clogged. The velocity in the new channel will vary from 8
feet per second across the rock fill where the slope is about 15 percent to 13 feet per
second. The reconstruction of a channel through the fill will provide a significant
overflow safety factor in the event that the CMP becomes damaged or plugged.

6.0 ROAD RECLAMATION
6.1

Grading & Roughening

The gravel road base material under the asphalt will be ripped, roughened, and mixed
with sub-soil to eliminate compaction and to promote water infiltration. Where possible,
the surface will be sloped back towards the cut at up to 4%. During the construction of
the haul road, much of the cut material was side-cast and/or used for fill material. This
material can be excavated and used to re-contour the road. Any portions of the road outslope that demonstrate questionable instability will be excavated to reduce the out-slope
angle and placed on the road to be roughened. Figure 2-8 in Appendix A provides a cross
section showing removed fill due to instability. The natural drainages will be reestablished as rip-rap channels to prevent excessive erosion, rills, and gullies.
The 15,000 cubic yards of fill that is removed from the bowl crossing will be used to
backfill cut-slope area, and can be mixed with the roughened road surface.
The road surface will be roughened and pocked (for stability and water retention) from
the Terrace A discharge (A) to Eccles Creek (B) as can be seen on Map 6-1 in Appendix
A. Any available deadfall will be placed across the roughened road. Exhibits 6 through 8
show examples of deadfall placement over a reclaimed road and pocking/roughening.
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Exhibit 4. Deadfall placed across reclaimed road.

Exhibit 5. Road reclamation with pocking/roughening.
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Exhibit 6. Road reclamation with pocking/roughening.

6.2

Water Control Bars

Water control bars will be constructed to reduce erosion of the re-contoured road. Figure
3-4 in Appendix A shows a typical waterbar. These structures will be placed as needed
along the road and be placed more frequently if, during the final reclamation work it is
determined they would be necessary to control runoff. Class I riprap protection may be
included in the construction of the water control bars. The riprap will be placed at the
point where the flow breaks over the edge of the old road bed.

7.0 RE-VEGETATION & SEEDING
7.1

Mulching and Seeding

The CONTRACTOR will use purchase the seed mix (Tables 8.1) and straw or hay mulch
to revegetate all areas disturbed by reclamation activities.
Disturbed areas include the surface roughened area along the terrace A, the reclaimed
road, and equipment access routes for reclamation of the road, and the reclaimed bowl
channnel area. The total acreage to be seeded is 6.32 acres, as follows:


surface roughened from Terrace A to Eccles Creek 7,825 ft X 35 ft
=273,875 ft2 or 6.3 acres
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Bowl area channel reclamation 50 ft X 20 ft = 1000 ft2 or 0.02 acres

Insert seed mix here

7.2

Mulching

Distribution of grass hay or straw mulch on areas disturbed by this work. Mulch shall be
spread by hand, in an even manner, at a rate of 2,000 pounds per acre. Mulch
application shall be initiated at the top of the slope, working downhill, where possible.
Mulch will be applied before surface roughening.
Hay/straw mulch shall be crimped by the action of surface roughening within reach
of equipment from the reduced road width.
CONTRACTOR shall submit during construction and prior to applying mulch the
Phytosanitary Certificate required by the Utah Department of Agriculture. Mulch
must meet the requirements of the Utah Noxious Weed Act (4-17-3, UCA; Regulation
A700-04-09) and the Utah Phytosanitation Act. Mulch must be tested and found clean by
an official Utah Department of Agriculture Inspector. CONTRACTOR shall contact the
state inspector and arrange testing. Payment will not be made without certificate of
inspection from Agricultural Inspector.

7.3

Seedbed Preparation

For those areas re-disturbed by this work, AFTER mulching, and PRIOR to seeding, the
ground surface shall be roughened and gouged to create hummocks and depressions with
up to 12 inches of relief. This relief will reduce ground surface wind disturbance and
create water catchment basins, and incorporate the mulch. Roughening can be achieved
by gouging with a backhoe or excavator bucket or with a mechanical pitter designed for
the purpose. Soil gouges should not be aligned, one above the other, but should be
irregularly spaced across the slope so as to minimize the potential for break-through
erosion. Boulders and rocks may be left on the surface.
Seedbed preparation shall be considered to be complete when the soil surface is
completely roughened.

7.4

SEEDING of the Roadside Area (6.32 ac)

Seed shall be broadcast by handheld equipment contemporaneously with reclamation
work. When broadcast seeding, passes shall be made over the site to be seeded such that
even distribution of seed shall be obtained. Broadcast seeding shall take place
immediately following the completion of final seedbed preparation. Broadcast seeding
shall not be conducted when wind velocities would prohibit even seed distribution.
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Typical Haul Road Cross Section
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Figure 2-8

Road Contour With Outslope Removal
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Figure 3-1

Small Drainage Design
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Figure 3-1a

Hydraulic Data
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Figure 3-2

Bowl Crossing Design
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Figure 3-4

Typical Waterbar Design
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Figure 4-2

Bowl Crossing Details
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Map 3-1

Drainage Watersheds
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Map 3-1a

Drainage Number Designation
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Map 3-2

Extents of Roughening

APPENDIX B

Description

Materials

Means
Reference
Number (2014)

Bituminous Asphalt Concrete

02 41 13.17 5050

$9.40

SY

5300

25

32 01 16.71 5280

$2.34

SY

5300

25

Ref.
Asphalt Removal & Milling
Asphalt Demolition Cost
Load, Haul, Dump
Asphalt Milling
Crew
Subtotal
Structural Removal
CMP (5) Demo, load, haul, dispose
Debris, trash, barriers, variable disposal

(1.27 miles to CC milling station)
Cold Planing / Milling Asphalt 6"
B-38 (demo)
B-71 (load, haul, mill)

Unit
Cost

QTY

Unit

Length
(ft)

Width
(ft)

Thick
(ft)

Area
SY
SF

Volume
CY

Diam
(in)

0.5 14722.222 2453.7037

Density
(lbs/CY)

Weight
tons

3915

Cost

4803

14722.222

$138,389.00
$34,376.00

$172,765.00
Corrugated metal, Steel, 30"-36"
Hauled to Carbon County Land fill

02 41 13.40 0180
02 41 16.17 4250

$17.00
$151.60
= (18.95*8)

ft

125

36

$2,125.00
$1,516.00

10
132000

Subtotal
Concrete Channel
Concrete Demolition
On Site Disposal
Crew

Subtotal
Earthwork
Roughening
Crew
Bowl Removal & Backfill
Subtotal
Armored Channel Installation (5)
Installation
Materials
Hauled & dumped
Subtotal
Revegetation
Reseeding, mulching, etc

$3,641.00
Demolition, no removal or disposal
Used as Riprap
B-39

02 41 13.17 5700

$1.95

SF

4100

4.5

0.5

18450

$35,978.00

$35,978.00
Rough Grading / Pocking
B-11L
General fill, LHD no compaction

31 22 13.20 0280

$5,050.00

31 23 23.17 0020

$2.28

1.68 SF

7825

25

0.5

195625

LCY

4.490932

$8,484.00

15000

$34,200.00
$42,684.00

Placed for hydrology & slope protection
Riprap Class I, II, III
300 lb average

31 37 13.10 0100

$62.50
$31.50

5 SY
ton

25

8

22

$6,875.00
11

4000

22

$693.00
$7,568.00

Granite Seed

$432.73

6.55 acre

$2,834.35

Subtotal

$2,834.35

TOTAL
available =

$265,470.35
$265,810.00

